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TOMORROW
TIGERS-SPARTANS RENEW
TRADITIONAL GRID RIVALRY
By GEORGE FASEL

Pacific-San Jose State football
classic, which this year launches
into the 28th contest between the
two schools.
Mysteriously enough, the Spar
tans seem to hold an upper hand
in these past pigskin affairs,
having won 15 of the games as
compared to nine for COP, while
three indecisive ties mar the rec
COP speech students won sec ord.
ond place in the first Northern
TIGERS READY
California Forensic Tournament
However,
the Stocktonians
Applications are now being re
to be held this year.
have captured the last two games
ceived for the California State
Scored by a point system rather in the series and are favored by
Scholarship examination, Mr. El
than by elimination, the top five local oddsters in this one. Smart
liot Taylor, Dean of Admissions,
tournament teams were Univer ing from their 14-13 defeat at
announced recently.
sity of San Francisco, 122 points; the hands of defense-minded Tul
COP, 114; Stanford University, sa last week, the Tigers will be
Each competitive scholarship
97; Humboldt State College, 83; riding high mentally for this
will be for an amount equal to
and Stockton College, 56.
tuition and necessary fees, to a
one.
Arguing the question of US
On the other hand, San Jose
maximum of 600 dollars. Tuition
economic aid to foreign coun should be in good shape, even
and necessary fees include the
tries, three COP senior debate though they dropped a 35-26 af
standard tuition and fee charges
teams went through the tourna fair to Denver in their last out
which a student normally pays
ment
schedule undefeated. The ing and will no doubt be out for
at the time of registration. Books,
perfect
score teams were John a smashing victory against their
supplies, rooms, board, and simi
TeSelle and Robert Bersi, Donald Central Valley foes.
lar college expenses are not in
Duns and Dennis Day, and Carol
Of course, it's difficult to base
cluded.
Morely and Priscilla Guezic.
this game on past records. The
Applicants must be residents
Bersi also took a first place in game is such a big event to both
of California, be under 24, be high
oratory to become the only con squads that anything less than
school graduates, demonstrate
testant in the two-day program a fever pitch among the players
their financial need for. such
to win two top ratings. Don Duns is uncommon.
scholarship, and demonstrate
took second place in this event SJS PASSING STRONG
high moral character, good citi
and Harry Sharp, fourth.
San Jose, under the tutelage of
Don Duns and Sue Vanderlaan Bob Bronzan, features a T-forzenship, and dedication^ to Ameri
placed second and third respec mation attack with plenty of
can ideals. They must also have
applied for a state competitive
tively in extempore speaking. overhead activity. Quarterback
Mervin Hoffman placed fourth in Bob Reinhard ranks as one of the
scholarship aad have, by competi
tive examination, been deter
The COP-San Jose State peace rival schools. Later on, COP a discussion of the role of the US top passers in the nation and
mined to be eligible for such a pact was signed on Monday night, stopped playing Fresno (not be in the Middle East, and fifth place has a couple of top targets in
scholarship.
November 5, at the annual ex cause of any violation of the in interpretive reading went to wingmen Art Powell and Mel
pact), and the three-party pact John TeSelle.
Powell.
All applicants must take the change dinner held in the Presi
The high-scoring Pacific for The Bengals, who can now op
was dissolved.
dent's
Dining
Room
on
the
COP
Scholastic Aptitude Test of the
The current pact exists be ensic squad is directed by Paul erate without the pressure of
College Entrance Examination campus.
tween COP and San Jose only, Winters, now in his first year being undefeated hanging over
The pact was signed by PSA but the student body officers are
Board. These tests will be given
with the COP speech department
on December 1, 1956; January 12, president John Corson and Ray working to get Fresno State back after having been forensics di their heads, go into action wit
out the possible services of cen
1957; and February 16, 1957. All Freeman, president of the San
rector at Stockton College.
in the pact.
ter Jack O'Rourke and halfback
those interested in taking the Jose State student body.
If students from either of the
Dick
Bass. O'Rourke
was
test on December 1 must • file
Edward G. Betz, dean of men, schools bound by the pact violate
stomped in the back in the Tulsa
their applications today.
has emphasized that COP stu the stated agreements, disciplin
encounter and now is hampered
Completed scholarship applica dents should observe and obey ary action will be taken by the
by several stitches in his poster
tions must be postmarked prior the peace pact with San Jose school which the offenders at
ior region. Bass is still severely
Members of Blue Key, the na troubled by a bad knee and
tend. Compensation for any dam
State College.
to midnight, February 16, 1957.
In the past years, acts of van ages must also be paid by the tional men's honor society, are sprained toe, which prevents him
Mr. Taylor stated that 14 COP
working to compile a guide book from going full throttle.
dalism
have been committed by offending school.
students are now receiving the
to the COP campus.
students
both
here
and
in
San
FLORES SPARKS COP
benefits of these scholarships. He
According to Joel Andress, viceJose. The purpose of the treaty
Nevertheless, Pacific has some
added that chances for renewal
president of Blue Key, the book potent offensive punch of their
is to stop these acts, Dean Betz
of the scholarships are very good.
will contain information about
said.
own, particularly in F'mgin
campus buildings and grounds, a Flores, Jack Larscheid, and FarFurther information and ap
The pact was originally a
All COP students who will history of the institution, and in
plication blanks may be obtained three-party agreement set up by
rell Funston. Flores threaded the
be
seeking teaching positions formation on school courses.
at Mr. Taylor's office, Room 105, Fresno State, San Jose State, an
needle with incredible success
for the spring or fall semester
Other projects of this campus throughout the ill-fated Tulsa
Administration Building.
College of the Pacific in order
are urged to attend a special service organization have been
game, while Larscheid and Fun
to prevent campus raids by the
meeting on teacher placement helping to tend the voting booths
ston have been performing
CIVIL SERVICE TO
on Thursday, November 15, at at the recent class elections and
sationally all year.
,;4:30 p.m. in Room 207, Ad- reading to a blind law student
GIVE JOB EXAMS
On the defensive side of th
Qualifications for membership story, Galen Laack has estab
i ministration Building.
The US Civil Service Commisin Blue Key are above-average lished himself as a veritable Rock
sion is now offering examina
scholastic ability, membership in of Gibraltar. Playing 54 minutes
Earned
Degrees
Conferred
by
AKL EXCHANGE
tions for personnel officer posi
the junior or senior class, and last week, he was consisted y on
Higher Educational Institutions,
tions.
The Delta Sigma Chi fraternity
a pamphlbt prepared by the US from San Jose State will arrive demonstrated interest and service the business end of timely
Jobs as personnel officers, Department of Health, Education,
in campus activities. Seven mem tackles, as well as intercepting
Placement officers, qualifications and Welfare, has stated that Col at COP tomorrow to have dinner bers remain from last year's or
an important pass.
rating examiners, and employee lege of the Pacific granted a to as the guests of Alpha Kappa ganization, and initiation of new
TIGHT GAME EXPECTED
Lambda
fraternity.
relations officers, with entrance tal of 138 degrees last year.
members is scheduled for No
The game will undoubtedly be
The two frats will meet again
Pay at 5440 and .6390 dollars a
vember 18.
The fields of study and the
a replay ot past tilts, which have
at
the
after-game
dance.
year, will be filled in federal number of degrees granted m
Present officers of Blue Key
seen only one-touchdown spreads
are Peter Knoles, president; Joel
in California and Neva each of these fields are as fol
PEACE PACT
Andress, vice-president; Charles in the last two years.
lows: biological science, 11, fine
Both teams should be up,
You are urged to follow the Eckart, recording secretary; and
losing date for applications is and applied arts, 33; business and COP-SJS Peace Pact and prevent George Tchobanoglous, corre- both teams should be s
commerce, 16; education, 24, ill-feeling and needless destruc
ember 27.
English and journalism, 10, p y tion during this traditional week
or further information, conical science, 11; religion, 7; and
John J. O'Melia at the
end.
basic
social sciences, 26.
ikton Post Office.
Spread on the dazzling greens
ward of Pacific Memorial Sta
dium tomorrow night at 8 o clock
will be the annual College of the

GOP Debaters Place
Second In Tourney

Stale Scholarships
Now Being Offered

BLUEKEYMEMBERS
COMPILE COP GUIDE

Meeting

COP GRANTED 138
DEGREES LAST YEAR
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College of Pacific Student Leadership Conference
Held At Dr. Burns Columbia Home Last Weekend

!!.'

1

7

upon the competition involved
Last Friday and Saturday, No area of traffic and safety. Work Consequently the fate of Band
vember 2 and 3, the PSA Lead ing with the city planning de Frolic is going to be left entirely
ership Conference was held at partment and principals of the in the hands of the student body,
various schools surrounding COP,
Columbia, California.
they have made considerable and each living group president
Published cverv Fridov during the College year by the Pacific Student Association.
The conference was comprised
will present the problem to house
Enteref as second7 ,a„ Matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, Cal.forn.a,
progress in this field.
of members of the PSA Senate,
under the Act of March 3, 1179.
—
At 10:30 A.M., there was a residents.
Lola Johnson members of the Freshman Execu
Editor
_
„ .
Concerning the Band Frolic,
split
session. Dean Edward S.
* « * * »*«<.
George Fasel tive Committee, and representa
Assistant Editor
„
there
were three possibilities
Betz
led
the
discussion
on
"Aca
y-.
•
w
George
Thompson
tives from the various living
Business Manager ..
°
.
rju
Beth Adamson
demic Responsibilities of Student suggested by the conference rep
Managing Editor
groups
and
campus
organiza
Chris DiUer
C X f Editor
resentatives; 1) that the program
Society
—- __ _ .. ,
Leaders."
e
m-*
A1 Dattola tions.
Sports Editor
__ .
With the Honor Seminar being be left as it is, 2) that another
The first session of the con
Exchange Editor
7
TTI . H
held on November 26 and 27, event be substituted in its place,
Joan Ulnch ference commenced at 7 p.m. with
Copy Editor .
..Patty
Lloyd
students at this session were or 3) that the affair be conducted
Assistant Copy Editor
- Lou
„
a PSA Senate meeting conducted
Kurt Cummings
Photographer
quite interested in the accom in the same manner but with the
Faculty Adviser
Lawrence Osborne by John Corson. At 8:30 p.m. a plishments which must yet be elimination of the trophy and all
discussion entitled "Athletics on
Reporters—Norman Bass, Helen Bemls, Joan Bender, Chuck Chatfleld, DonCoch- the Campus" was directed by Dr. made to produce an effective competition.
hurn, B. Coveny, David Davis, John Felix, Farrell Funston, Jan Gaston,
honor system at Pacific.
If the student body feels there
Maurice Jones, Drew Juvinall, Tom Marovich, Frank Montabana, Ellen Niles, Robert E. Burns. This was one
Dean Betz had outlined the is need for a change, the Senate
John Nisby, Ron Ohlmeyer, Mary Rohw'eder, Donna Roth, Robert Roth, Matthew Russell, Patricia Soule, Anna Steffens, John lhomas, Joan Villaviclnclo of the meetings which proved
program with considerable em will take action accordingly.
and Diana Wilkinson.
profitable in that delegates had
the opportunity of questioning phasis on certain phases of the
"Class Organizations" was the
administration policy if they felt academic responsibility. An im other session held simultaneous
- E D I T O R I A L portant discussion was that con
it necessary.
ly, and conducted by Miss Mar
We have heard a great deal of adverse comment about The lack of information stu cerning the pursuit of the aca tha F. Pierce. At this meeting
the recent fraternity "pranks" on campus. One speaker said, dents have regarding the campus demic life and what student representatives arrived at one
leaders can do to instill within
quite severely, that it seemed a shame with the world in athletic program was quite ob other students the appreciation basic conclusion, the need for
class unity. It was further sug
such a crisis that these young men should pull such monkey- vious. There was a lengthy dis of academic objectives.
gested that improvement in this
cussion
on
the
work-aid
proce
shines.
There was, however, a tendency
respect would lead to better
We do not defend what the fellows did, per se, but dure, Dr. Burns assuring the on the part of students to get
conference representatives that away from the main topics, school unity and re-establishment
we would like to comment on the said pranks in the light the plan was being carried out
which did hinder the session of school rivalry.
of the dour speaker.
with much success. He also clari somewhat. On the other hand, out
Following lunch, the remainder
There most assuredly is a world crisis; we seem to be fied policies concerning athletic of this meeting came a very con of the conference included a dis
sitting on a keg of dynamite that could blow us into World scholarships, stating that they do troversial issue with regard to cussion on the "Future of the
War III, oblivion, or both. That the students of this college not come from academic scholar the precedence given several so College of the Pacific" and the
ship funds, but are entirely sepa cial activities by the student closing session at which the sum
are aware of this crisis is equally obvious. The small clusters
rate, usually granted by donors body. The Band Frolic was cited mary report of the split sessions
of students standing about are more concerned with the for that specific purpose.
as an example, and evaluation of was presented.
world situation than with anything else. Perhaps it is a
On the following morning the this function was proposed.
selfish interest since they are the ones who will carry the first session was conducted by
It has been obvious in the past, Psychology Club Meet
guns or push the buttons in this fiasco if we get mixed up Mr. Donald S. Bibbero. "Campus despite changes which were
Traffic, Safety, and Enforcement thought would improve the situa
There will be a Psychology
in it, so it is justifiable.
tion, that Band Frolic has had a Club meeting on Tuesday, No
Their so-called pranks are the same sort of thing Problems" was the topic.
vember 13, at 7:30 p.m. at Dr.
fraternity pledges have always done, world crisis or not. The campus parking situation, definite effect on the scholastic
which has been under severe program. Some feel that too Wilfred Mitchell's home, 850
They are concerned, as I have said, but they can do nothing
criticism for some time now, was much emphasis has been placed Euclid.
at this point. Why not live normally now (we use the word evaluated. Mr. Bibbero and his
"normal" advisedly) ? The not-too-distant future is not very Transportation class have been
doing extensive research in the
bright for the college student today.
-.
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COP's Objective: Keep The Bell!

Good Luck Tigers!

Symbol of Supremacy

it's

FOR REAL

CHRISTMAS
C A R D S
imprinted with
your name

25
Hallmark

95

Cards

AND
UP

"ARGYLE AMBLE"
AFTER GAME SOCK-HOP
2034 Pacific Avenue

Welcome Grads
ii

FOR G.O.P. AND SAN JOSE STUDENTS
NOVEMBER 10,1956-10:30 to 12:30
TED HERMAN'S BAND
— FREE

AT THE GYM

Will we lose our bell? Not if
we can help it.
What bell? Why, none other
than the widely-acclaimed COPSan Jose State victory bell.
For the past seven years, this
symbol of a battle won has
changed hands three times. The
bell, a gift from Archania to the
combined student bodies of Paci
fic and San Jose, has become a
much-sought-after memento. In
honor of the occasion, a presen
tation ceremony, crammed with
the spirit of the event at hand,
heralded the bell's rise to fame in
1949. The Archites, recognizing
the power of our mighty Tigers,
led by the long-remembered great,
Eddie Le Baron, considered this
football game of '49 an appropri
ate time to establish such a tradi
tion. Therefore, the presentation
was made on the eve of the COPSJS game.
Luck being on our side, we cap
tured the prize by winning with
the tremendous score of 45-7.
The following year, the game
ended in a 7-7 tie; and, as was
decided earlier, the victor of the
previous season retained the bell.

In 1951, Pacific which at one
time during the season had risen
to eighth place in national stand
ings, went down to defeat. Thus,
the treasured symbol shifted to
the campus of our opponents.
1952—and Pacific's Homecom
ing! But, as the cynical Spartans
had said, the bell was, "not for
you in '52." Again the same story
in '53.
Finally in 1954, the Tigers re
trieved their sign of victory. Sad
ly enough, in the transferring of
our bell from one campus to the
other, it became cracked.
But with all the pride of loyal
supporters, the Archites again
displayed true school spirit. The
Archania pledge class of Spring,
1956, acquired another bell, ex
actly resembling the former.
The bell, bright orange on one
side, with a large black P desig
nating this half as Pacific's, an
white and gold on the other -y
lS
the claim of the Spartans
awaiting the outcome of tomor
row night's battle. Here's hoping
it will retain its hallowed posi
tion in the bell room of the Archite House. Tigers, fight for i •

CHRISTMAS OPENING MONDAY
AT THE

AVENUE FLOWER SHOP
2365 PACIFIC AVENUE

HO 2-6550
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RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS WEEK, NOV. 11-15, PRESENTS VARIED PROGRAM

R UTH

ST. DENIS
OPENS R.E. WEEK

COLLEGE WITH RELIGION
By CLARENCE IRVING

LIVING GROUPS

Worship Services To
Highlight R.E. Week

Students and faculty will share
This Sunday at 5:30 p.m. in the lenging experience.
once again in their search for
Anderson Y Center, Religious
"Has God Been Campused?",
By HELEN BEMIS
Emphasis Week will begin for the general topic for R.E. Week, new insight, as living group dis
most of us. But for the co-chair- presents a question which could cussions are held at 7:00 p.m.,
Worship experiences will weave
men of the week, Janet Cordes not be more vital than at this November 15. This event is the rich threads through the pattern
last
formal
discussion
and
ques
and Richard Shore, and for the time of international conflicts
of Religious Emphasis Week.
more than seventy students and and which could not be more valu tion period of R.E. Week.
faculty who participated in plan able to other than present-day Discussion leaders will be Miss Opportunities for deepening
ning for the event, Religious college students, whatever their Virginia Short, Zeta Phi; Dr. the joy of each new day through
Emphasis Week began last spring. faith.
Vincent W. Evans, South Hall; meditation and spiritual growth
It is nearly seven months ago So far as is possible, the co- Dean Edward Betz, Tau Kappa will be offered at morning watch
that Jan and Dick accepted the chairmen and planners for Re Kappa; Donald S. Bibbero, Ome services to be held in Morris
major responsibilities for the an ligious Emphasis Week have pre ga Phi Alpha; Miss Martha Chapel at 7:00 a.m. on November
nual occasion; and, since then, pared the stage; the question Pierce, Epsilon Lambda Sigma; 12, 13, and 14. Eleanor Norton,
they have nurtured their ideas which now remains to be an Dr. Malcolm R. Eiselen, North Phil Hall, and Virginia Sprout
"First Lady of the American and desires into what, by all in
swered is "Who will view their Hall; Dr. Alonzo Baker, Manor will guide the meditation at the
Dance" Ruth St. Denis will pre dications, promises to be a chal-1 drama?"
Hall; Dr. Alfred S. Dale, West three services.
sent a program of rhythmic wor
Hall; Dr. Alfred A. Kraus Jr.,
Roman Catholic Low Mass, led
ship through the interpretive
Alpha Kappa Lambda; Dean
dance in the Conservatory at 7 N O V E M B E R 7 2
Lloyd M. Bertholf, Alpha Kappa by Father Forrest, will be given
NOVEMBER 74
p.m., Sunday, November 11. Re
Phi; Mr. Jack M. Meyers, Quon- upstairs in Anderson "Y" at 7:00
Rev. Richard C. Dwyer, coming
ligious Emphasis Week brings to to Pacific from the Newman Speaking to Pacific students sets "A," "B," "C," and "D;" a.m. on November 13, 14 and 15.
the College of the Pacific a wo Center in Sacramento, will be the on God's place in student life as and Mr. Lawton Harris, QuonA Protestant open communion,
man whose "mere presence upon first speaker of R.E. Week at presented through Oriental phil sets "F" and "G."
led by the Canterbury Club, will
the stage possesses such power 7:00 p.m., November 12, in An osophy, Dean Alan W. Watts will
be the final morning program
that pose becomes as pertinent as derson Social Hall. Dealing with offer his viewpoint at 7:00 p.m., Canterbury Club To
held kt 7:00 a.m., November 15, in
action."
Morris Chapel.
the question, "Has God Been November 14, in Anderson So
cial Hall.
Lead Church Service
Miss St. Denis can truly be de Campused?" he will give the
The beauty of silence and of
Dean Watts comes to R.E. COP's Canterbury Club will
scribed as possessing timeless Catholic approach to God and to
Morris Chapel at the end of the
Week from the American Acad conduct the 11:00 a.m. services at day will provide the setting for
grace, since she was at the height campus problems.
He is a graduate of St. Jo emy of Asian Studies in San St. John's Episcopal Church this evening vesper services to be
of her powers and maturity in
1906, and continues, fifty years seph's College and St. Patrick's Francisco. There he is dean and Sunday, November 11.
given at 6:30 p.m., November 12,
later, to dance and to worship Seminary and was ordained a professor of comparative philos
13, 14, and 15.
Various
members
of
the
or
with the same power and grace, Catholic priest in 1940. At pres ophy. He graduated from Sea- ganization will read portions of
Drawing Religious Emphasis
Her secret lies in her definition ent he is editor of the Superior bury-Western Theological Semin the service. After the service, the
Week to a close, the final high
ary
in
1948.
He
was
a
member
of
of her art: "The dance is life in California Catholic Herald, the
women members of the club will point in worship will be the pre
weekly official Catholic newspa the Council and Executive Com preside at a coffee hour to be
creasing."
sentation in the Conservatory at
mittee
of
the
World
Congress
of
Besides her fame as an indi per of the Diocese of Sacramento;
held in the church parish. Any 11:00 p.m., November 15. It is
Faiths
from
1936
to
1938
and
vidual artist, Ruth St. Denis is director of Newman Clubs for served as religious counsellor at member of the student body who hoped that this service will not
famous as the founder of the Northern California; director of
Northwestern University in 1945- wishes to participate in the ser mark the end qf the pattern of
Society of Spiritual Arts and the the Christian Family Life Pro
1950.
He is the author of ten vice is asked to contact Jim Clay- worship, but will be the begin
creator of the Rhythmic Choir. gram for the Diocese of Sacra books, including Myth and Ritual don.
ning of richer threads that will
Since its beginning in New York mento; and director of the Mr. in Christianity and The Wisdom
become a part of the greater pat
Transportation
for
those
wish
in 1934, the Society of Spiritual and Mrs. Clubs and the Christian of Insecurity, and many major
tern of life itself.
ing
to
attend
will
be
provided
out
Arts has developed through its Family Movement, as well as articles.
side Anderson "Y" at 10:30 a.m.
chaplain
of
several
other
clubs.
forms and its widespread inter
At 8:00 p.m., a period devoted
Rev. Dwyer's message will be
Last Sunday, members of the
est within the traditional Church
to student questions will follow club heard Mr. and Mrs. Knoss,
followed
by
a
question
period
at
into what may become a renais
Forum Arts credit will be
his message.
who are from Lebanon, speak on given for the addresses of the
sance of religious art in America. 8:00 p.m., giving students the op
the Israeli-Egypt crisis and its speakers on the R.E. Week
Miss St. Denis has awakened the portunity to discuss and further
effect on the free world. Mr. program. Please check the
NOVEMBER 75
worlds of art and religion to the evaluate the topic.
dawning realization that the Forum Arts credit will be given. Thursday, November 15 at Knoss also showed slides of program schedule.
dance can enrichen the mean
11:00 a.m., Rabbi Bernard D. Ro Jerusalem.
ing and beauty of worship by re N O V E M B E R 7 3
senberg will speak in the Con
turning to the Church from
Chapel service at 11:00 a.m., servatory on the Jewish message
which it originated.
November 13, will be an integral to the problems of the student 2019 PACIFIC AVENUE
part of Religious Emphasis in his relationship with God. The
Week, as Rev. Robert Hawthorne Rabbi will be the last speaker in
from the First Methodist Church the R.E. Week series on the vari
of Palo Alto presents the Pro ous views to the understanding
testant approach to God and His of God.
After graduating from the Uni
Faculty Firesides are a new ad relationship to the.campus.
A graduate of Cornell College, versity of Cincinnati and Hebrew
dition to the program of Reli
gious Emphasis Week. Fourteen Iowa, and of Yale Divinity Union College, Rabbi Rosenberg
members of the College of the School, the Rev. Hawthorne re gave service as a chaplain for
1SUPERFI NE WOOL
Pacific faculty have invited stu ceived the degree of Bachelor of four years in World War II. He
served
as
a
rabbi
in
Tacoma,
Divinity
and
Master
of
Sacred
dents to come to their homes for
a LUCHELLA di FIRENZE
discussions relating to questions Theology. After three years in the Washington, for fourteen years
Navy
during
the
Second
World
before
his
arrival
in
Stockton
in
design, made in Italy
that arise during the week.
The groups will be limited to War, he served as minister of March, 1956. At present he is
ten through fifteen students, ac St. Paul's Protestant Church in serving as rabbi for Temple Is
cording to the wishes of the host. Stockton from 1952-1954. He is rael in Stockton, as well as being
With a small group in a fireside n o w a s s o c i a t e m i n i s t e r o f t h e active in the Stockton Rotary
situation, it is hoped that the First Methodist Church in Palo Club and the United Crusade.
An afternoon question period
discussion will be free to follow Alto and the director of Wesley
Foundation at Stanford.
with the speaker is scheduled at
the wishes of the participants.
Opportunities for a fellowship 4:00 p.m. to provide ample oppor
Hosts for Monday will be Dr.
Arthur Beckwith, Dr. Charles of singing and of questioning the tunity for further discussion and
Coffey, and Miss Virginia Short. speaker will be offered at 7:00 information.
Forum Arts credit will be given
The groups will meet in front of p.m. in Anderson Social Hall.
The usual Forum Arts credit for the talk.
Anderson "Y" at 9:00 p.m. The
discussions will be over in time for chapel attendance will be
for girls to return by 11:00 p.m. given.
That smart, young Italian
NEWMAN CLUB
Girls are allowed to remain un
Luchella, puts the wool sweater
Announcement of future speak
til this school function is over. Frank Lindhorst and Chancellor
in a new light . . . ombre'
ers at the "Pre-Cana" conference
Tuesday night the groups will Tully C. Knoles.
shadings collar and cuff
theet at 8:00 p.m. Hosts for the
Hosts will help provide trans on marriage has been made by
this fine design.
evening will be Dr. George Col- portation, but it is asked that the Newman Club.
Full-fashioned with raglan
liver, Mr. Lawton Harris, Dean students with cars donate their On November 13, John T. Mcsleeves, it figures beautifully—
Edward Betz, Miss Martha Pierce, services. Sign-up sheets are to be Nally, MD, will speak to the COP
really fits! In Grey and
Hr. Malcolm Eiselen, Mr. Richard posted in the "Y." Students who students. A priest, Vladimas KaWhite tone-on-tone
Reynolds, Dr. Vincent Evans, and sign up should consider their zina, will be a guest speaker on
combines.
Ph. Edwin Ding.
signature a reservation; if the campus November 20. A married
$12.98
Wednesday, November 14, the reservation cannot be kept, please couple, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Daly,
group will meet at 9:00 p.m. to contact Vickey Whiteside, West will complete the conference on
marriage on November 27.
accept the hospitality of Dr. Hall.

Forum Arts Credit

Faculty Firesides Are
Feature Of R.E. Week
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Retail Selling Course
Now Being Offered

Former GOP Student
With Slate Department

A special retail training course
is being offered for interested
women students who wish to
COURTESY IS
work in stores, especially during
enough to say what I'm doing
CONTAGIOUS?
Dear Addy,
Our most famed and illustrious the coming Christmas season,
What would you do if someone wrong; he just glares at me and
Rally Commissioner had better Dean Catherine Davis announced short-sheeted your bed? As if opens all the windows. I do fairget off the pedestal he has put recently.
this weren't bad enough, it hap ly well in my other classes and
The course, which is being
himself on and come back down
pened at a leadership conference would do even better if people
to earth. There is no excuse for taught by Mr. Don Bibbero, be in my own house! I have a feel would sit next to me during tests.
being ungracious and rude to gan on November 7 and will meet ing I know who did it, but I don't Why am I flunking hygiene?
those students and groups who every Wednesday from 3:00 to really think horsewhipping and
Putrid
offer their services at rallies. 4:10 p.m. for four weeks. The expulsion would be fair until I'm Dear Putrid,
This is fast becoming public opin class is held in Room 210, Ad sure who's guilty. Who would do
You might say you had a per
ion around campus. If courtesy is ministration Building. There is such a low-down thing?
sonal hygiene problem. But how
contagious, let us hope that some no charge.
could anybody be dumb enough
The Pres.
of the courtesy shown him by The emphasis of the course is
to flunk personal hygiene?
Dear
R.B.,
students who have cooperated in on retail selling. At the comple
Judy McMillin hasn't been seen
the past has rubbed off and that tion of the course, each student around too much lately, but it's Dear Addy,
will
receive
a
certificate,
which
he will accord future applicants
I have just started going with
may be valuable when applying just a hunch!
the same treatment.
a boy on the football team. My
for jobs.
problem is that I don't know how
CRAZY CARS!
Further details may be ob Dear Addy,
BUY NOW YOUR COMPLETE
For what it is worth, in the
I'm flunking personal hygiene. to keep myself occupied when he
September, 1954, issue of Better tained from Mr. Bibbero or from The teacher won't come near is away with the team. It's a
FALL WARDROBE
Homes and Gardens, Keith Mon the office of the Dean of Women.
REAL-LY BIG problem. What
roe says if you use your wind
can I do?
shield wipers you will get more recently as some of the young CSTA Is Planning
Poorly T.T.
miles to the gallon. This will only ladies have been forgetting to Fall Conference
Dear Poorly T.T.,
work on the vacuum type. I fol pull the shades at night. The
Why don't you join in some of
lowed said instructions and it architecture being displayed has The California Student Teach the A.W.S. activities? For exam
works, but I don't know why. An the Roman ruins beaten four dif ers' Association is planning a fall ple, the girls are putting on a
conference on professional prob
explanation would be welcomed. ferent ways.
lems to be held at Sacramento rally on November 16 for the
FACULTY FORESIGHT
SHADY SIDE OF LIFE
Hardin-Simmons game. It's a
West Hall has been getting One of Pacific's teachers, Mr. State College on Saturday, No good opportunity to have lots of
more than its share of attention Bishop, is busy instigating a new vember 17, from 9:00 a.m. to fun and get into the show. Let
expression on campus. His rea 4:00 p.m.
The conference, which is being the A.W.S. officers know if you
soning is this:
co-sponsored b y Sacramento are interested.
"exclude" means shut out,
State
and Chico State, will study
"include" means shut in, there
the
professional
problems of stu AD-LIBS
fore why not say
I guess it WAS a dead week
dent
teachers.
The
points of view
"elude up" for shut up?
developed from this conference, end . . . Brucie, the circle still
by
TWICE AS MUCH
along with those developed at loves you! . . . Hey, gang, have
r' / I f i m S
And as a closing thought (at other conferences in the state, you seen the new sign at Hoptimes I do have them) let me will form the basis for action at pe's? Bad shot! . . . Shane, the
leave you with this bit of advice: the state executive council meet anchors are' away . . . Black
The only way to double your ing on December 8 and 9.
Teas a big success; Coke Dates,
money is to fold it and put it
The Sacramento State chapter same; Dinners, too; anticipation
back in your pocket.
of CSTA will provide a lunch at mounting . . . Who will be Ar$1.25 per person. All reservations chania's new Belle? . . . We
must be in by Friday, November really think that West Hall has
the right idea considering the
9.
present world situation. They're
A Thanksgiving program for making special favors full of sponsoring a devotional hour
children of the San Joaquin candy to be presented to the pa every Wednesday night . . . Judg
i!
County Hospital is being planned tients during the two-hour visit. ing by the mail from Oklahoma
5 I
by Knolens, the senior women's
Mary Ann Tuttle is chairman YOU LIKE IT HERE . . . Sur
honorary society for Saturday, of the program plans, and she prise of the week: the new Mrs.
November 17.
is being assisted by Phyllis Ball. Gerow's shortened locks. We like
Games, singing, and story tell The Knolens will have their it . . . THIS REALLY WAS A
ing are a few of the things being Christmas directory of students' DEAD WEEK.
arranged for the childrens' enter home addresses on sale by
tainment. The Knolens also are Thanksgiving.
Hawaiian Club

Richard Pederson, the first stu
dent to graduate from COP with
an inter-departmental major in
international relations, is now
serving in the US State Depart
ment as an aide to Henry Cabot
Lodge, US ambassador to the
United Nations, and is working
on the Middle Eastern crisis.
Pederson received his Bachelor
of Arts degree from COP in 1946.
The following year he got his
Master of Arts from Stanford,
and he received his doctorate
from Harvard in 1950.
He then became responsible for
aid to Korea and worked for the
International Labor Organization
until assuming his present posi
tion.
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DALINE'S CUlSDOM

FOR SOPHISTICATES

By JEAN LEWIS

AVALON*

RIFARL

Knolens Plans Party
For Children's Ward

Clever conspiracy — dress
separates by Lady Manhattan
... as seen in Vogue. The
Dacron* and Egyptian cotton
batiste matador shirt in
purest white. With it — a
deep-toned imported
velveteen sheath, belted in
contrasting rayon faille.
Sizes 10 to 18.

Make-believe
pearls and
rhinestones
in a tracery of
golden or
platinum-toned
Trifanium.
Collar' and
Bracelet,
$5.00 each;
Earrings,
$4.00.

Phu Fed. Tax

Shirt $10.98, Skirt $12.98

Names Officers

MAREENES
2345 PACIFIC AVENUE
NEW

SHIPMENT

OF...

CAR COATS
ALL NEW FABRICS AND COLORS

*Dupont Polyester Fiber

RAIN COATS
LATEST STYLES, ALL COLORS

BULKY KNIT
SWEATERS
ALL FABRICS AND COLORS
1700 Pacific Avenue
OPEN MONDAYS
'TIL 9

Jewelers
2043 Pacific Ave.
HO 2-2443

TWEEDS - PLAIDS - CORDUROYS
NUBLEY WEAVES

COP's Hawaiian Club, "Keiki
Aliis," elected their officers for
the fall semester at a recent
meeting.
Officers are president, Lanl
Moir: vice-president, Neva Aki;
secretary, Tom Van Culin; and
treasurer, Roberta Ching.
Adviser for the group is Dr>
Robert Burns.
The club meets every Wed
nesday at 7:30 p.m. at Anderson
<<Y >>
Teacher: It takes more than
elephants to make a years
supply of piano keys.
Johnny: Isn't it amazing what
animals can do these days.

5,000

B E

P O P U L A R

20 MINIATURE PHOTOS

$1.00
Size 2Vi x 3!d inches, with bor
der, photo copied from your favor
ite Photograph. Perfect to ex
change with friends and use for
application photos, order from

CLICK PHOTOS
UNION CITY, INDIANA
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THOUGHTS IN PASSINGlOUR Y
BY- Diane O'Rourke
By RON OHLMEYER

Veterans Can Have
Unlimited Earnings
Veterans in school under the
Korean GI Bill may earn any
amount of money outside of class
without jeopardizing their month
ly GI allowances, Mr. J. Glenn
Corbitt, manager of the VA re
gional office in San Francisco,
announced recently.
He explained that some veter
ans still confuse the Korean GI
Bill with the original World War
II GI Bill, which did have an
income "ceiling" that applied to
veterans taking all types of
training — in school, on-the-job,
and on-the-farm. There is no
such "ceiling" for veterans in
school under the Korean GI
Bill, Mr. Corbitt emphasized.

This column is brought to you nia, with so much emphasis be
t the expense of a few Monday ing placed on Proposition 4, polit
Hi, Kids! How many of you dab" on Monterey Bay, near Pa
nomads were uncertain
morning classes. Over several ical
will
meet students from Hawaii cific Grove.
cups of coffee we have meditated whether they were voting for this winter? How many will go
The conference "provides the
Eisenhower,
Stevenson,
or
Stan]
upon the following thought pre
running along a beach while
dard
Oil.
time
and the opportunity to think
sented by Abe .
•
• • "veveryone else is
about the problems you must
Mellinkoff
in
And at Pacific, it went like shoveling snow?
this morning's r
face." Mel believes that "by be
this:
Sounds pretty
San Francisco :
Following the gloom of Mon soft, doesn't it?
ing able to share one's experien
Chronicle: "The
day morning, there seemed to be If you want to
ces and by talking with others,
entire w o r l d
a spirited tendency toward a re find out more
one is able to face his own prob
seems to be in a r
vival of the weekend mood. How about this, go to
lems more clearly." Buddy Mageneral conspir- l:
P
r
e
s
i
d
e
n
t
ever, the eventual conclusion was
kapagal went to Asilomar last
t
o
m
a
k
e
acy
that Homecoming should remain Burns' home this Friday night at
this a very complicated month." confined to its weekend and con 7:30 and learn all about Asilo- year and was very impressed by
the way so many students of
Leaving the circumstances of sequently play dead for another mar.
such varied interests got along
the past week, we may indeed year. World events were already
Every year during Christmas so weU together. "It's not all
conclude that Mr. Mellinkoff is assuming an important role at vacation, the regional YMCA and work; there's plenty of recrea
exact at least in his analysis of Pacific.
YWCA holds its Intercollegiate
tion."
the opening days of November.
Staggering under news of de Asilomar Conference at Asilomar.
Uncertainty marked the world velopments in the Middle East, This conference is attended by WEEKLY DANCE
LOST
Thank you, one and all, for
scene and Pacific as well.
everyone began talk of war, a students of universities from
Red wool neck scarf.
In retrospect, we hereby offer subject we would have preferred Arizona to Hawaii. (And, girls, for making our Halloween party
a brief summary of events upon to avoid but found no way of I've heard there is an over-abun such a big success. We had about If found, Phone HO 5-6946
which the big news was based escaping. The male population dance of males every year.) 80 people at the festivities, and
during the preceding week.
fancied themselves in fatigues These students run the whole "a good time was had by all." ••••••••••••••••••••••••J
Since the program was so popu
With Israel's attack on Egypt, and helmets — with fixed bayon show.
According to Mel Nickerson, a lar, our weekly Tuesday night
England and France made a big ets. We personally sweated the
production of their grudges possibility of returning to our graduate of COP and executive dance may evolve into a bi-month
ly dance. M^e would combine
against Colonel Nasser and his Air Force blues (minus the Ivy director of the Alumni Associa
dancing
and singing, and, if pos
tribe by siding with the Israelites. look), thereby conceding to a tion, the scenery itself is enough
reason to attend the conference, sible, have some entertainment
Having thus served the United mere three-month interim.
Archania, get ready!
States an unexpected blow, they
Fortunately, before the threat the grounds are right "smack
further proved their point by of war produced a campus mass
running off to the desert, where hysteria, President Eisenhower
they are, at any rate, at home.
made a very important speech
Mr. Stevenson blamed the en which left us relaxed once again.
tire situation on Mr. Eisenhow
On the following night Eleanor
er's bungling of Mid-Eastern Roosevelt came to Pacific and
foreign policy. Mr. Nixon asked put some fight in our student
CHANGED HIS MIND
Mr. Stevenson what he might Democrats, who were beginning
have done in a like situation. Mr to feel completely overrun by
Stevenson replied, and everyone Dr. Baker's Young Republican
A THOUSAND TIMES
listened except Mr. Kefauver machine.
who was busy shaking hands and
Were it not for Eleanor, the
still looking embarrassed about it wars, politicians, and the winter
all. Mr. Dulles became extremely r&in and cold which struck hard
BUT NOW, I'M THE ONLY
disgusted with the entire situa er than any time previously this
CAROLYN MARTIN
tion and went to the hospital for season, the week might have
Epsilon Lambda Sigma—Soph
an operation.
been a near total loss. As it was,
By the end of the week, Rus we were thankful when Friday
Letterman
sia, dizzy from a merry-go-round rolled around. At four o'clock in
•
ride revolving in alternate di the afternoon we were lost on a
rections, failed in persuading lonely farm road in search of
anyone to believe that they were Columbia, where the PSA Lead
ONE FOR HIM
not still playing cat and mouse ership Conference was being held.
The Reds "retaliated" in Hun
See You — In Passing
gary and crushed the freedom
WITH MY
movement after pledging to pull
Daniel Boone was once asked if
out of Budapest only four days
he
was ever lost in the woods.
DRESS
before.
Sometimes it seemed difficult "No," he replied. "I was never
to remember there was an elec lost, but once I was bewildered|
BY
tion coming up. Here in Califor for three days."
<</>
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SPECIAL

STOCKING-OFFER/
"Buttons 'n Bows" . . . I t ' s

lustrous silk and cotton in
an eye-catching new plaid,
prettily buttoned, bowed
and topped off with a spanking
white collar. Brown, blue
or red. Sizes 5 to 15.

25.00

Here's a rare opportunity to get a reaHong-lasting supply of -fine
nylon hosiery for far less than you ever imagined! A
5"
'
•
When you buy this package of
value for only $1.00—P'us a sParetwo pairs and two spares, you are actually 6«u;'S
r»— ------nylon hose. Take advantage of this offer NOW., Clip and mail the
coupon below for fast delivery.

»
kName:-

DENISE HOSIERY 'fc BOX 227, READING, PA
Please send me two pairs and two spares of Demse Hosiery}
For this I am enclosing $2.00.

Size

K Address-

"City-,

-State-

DENISE HOSIERY

.:.

NATLYNN .
exclusive ot K*M STORES

y

Length

Business Sheer Q
Dress Sheer •
• Beige O Taupe

BOX 227, READING, PA.

• CHRIS GREENE
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FROSH FOOTBALLERS END
YEAR WITH PERFECT SLATE
The frosh, after a hard fought
game, scored in the 4th quarter
for a come-from-behind 12-7 vic
tory over the San Jose State
frosh yesterday that completed
an unbeaten 3-game schedule.

the lead with a 3rd quarter
touchdown achieved on a 28-yard
pass from Jones to LeBeau. The
conversion was good and the
Spartans went ahead.

TICKET SELLER IS
UNSUNG HEROINE
By DAVE DAVIS

Do you think you are kept
very busy? Well, wait until you
meet Marjorie Powell, COP's lady
ticket manager, who bosses the
ticket department.
Marg's office work is from 9:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday, and occasionally on Sat
urday mornings. Fifty per cent
of her supposedly free time is
spent working on and thinking
about ways to sell more tickets.
She admits, however, that her
problems are not as great as

The frosh got another drive go
ing in the final period, however,
to preserve their unbeaten status.
This drive, too, went 71 yards
and also was initiated by an 18yard Wallace run. This time the
long gainer was a 26-yard pass
The frosh scored first in the
from Hubb to Wallace, setting up
2nd quarter on a 71-yard drive
Hubb's 5-yard end run to the
that ended with Bass going across
touchdown.
on a 12-yard run. Wallace started
The Tiger frosh actually were
the march with an 18-yard gal
lop and kept it alive by catching in command most of the game
and moved at will against San
a Bass pass for 27 yards.
Immediately Uhe San Jose Jose. Frequent fumbling killed
State crew threatened, however. off their drives before they be
Ray Norton rambled 54 yards came too dangerous, however.
with the kickoff to put the Spar
This win, combined with their
tans on the 1-yd. line. But an off 32-7 victory over the Chico State
side penalty shoved them back junior varsity, and a 38-7 win over
to the 6 and there they remained the Fresno State JV's, gave our
4 plays later.
Tiger cubs their second straight
Not to be denied, San Jose took unbeaten year.
many other ticket managers, be
cause she isn't faced with "sell
outs" as many other schools are.
S H O W S T U D E N T B O D Y C A R D S . . .
Marg has been a resident of
. . . G O I N A T J U N I O R P R I C E S !
Stockton since 1945, although she
didn't do much work outside the
home until '51. She then came
to COP to sell tickets for the
Athletic Office.
She took this job because she
had a daughter working in the
Athletic Department who in
formed her that the college
N
wanted someone to sell tickets
O
for three or four months. She
" P O R T A F R I Q U E "
W
has headed the ticket office ever
since.
Marjorie stated that this is her
sixth season here at COP and she
still finds the work very inter
esting.
The running and pass-receiving
of Henry Wallace and the passing
and running of Norman Bass and
Gary Hubb sparked the Tigercubs
to their win.

"SOLID GOLD CADILLAC"
STARTS SUNDAY

KEEP THAT BELL

GOP DROPS INITIAL GAME
TO TULSA ELEVEN, 14-13
University of Tulsa's Golden
Hurricanes handed the College of
Pacific its first defeat in seven
starts last Saturday by a score
of 14 to 13.
The gloom of the silent Tigers'
dressing room was only matched
by the rain which began to fall
not five minutes after the final
gun.
It was a hard game for the
Tigers to lose, as the team fought
hard to preserve their unbeaten
record; but fumbles and inoppor
tune penalties cost the Bengals
their unbeaten status.
Tulsa coach Bobby Dobbs said
"that it was definitely our best
game." The Hurricanes success
fully stopped the Pacific ground
game and kept the Tigers in
their own territory most of the
afternoon.
The Tigers put on a fine ex
hibition of their offense in the
last quarter, as they drove for
two scores and were ready to
call on the Tulsa goal line again,
but the time ran out.
The key to Tulsa's success was
a timely interception in the
fourth quarter between Pacific's
two touchdowns, giving the ball
to the Hurricanes for three pre
cious minutes which could have
spelled the difference between
victory and defeat for the Ben
gals.
Pacific's two scores came on
pass plays. Tom Flores hit Jack
Larscheid on an eight-yard pass
and again later fired to Chuck
Chatfield in the"end zone for the
second score. Tom Green missed
the first conversion and Don
Bossert connected for the second
to give the Tigers 13 points.
Tulsa got both of its scores in
the third quarter, the first on a
42-yard pass play and the second
on a one-yard plunge, both by

Soph Ron Morrisey. Both con
versions were made good and the
Hurricane's score stood and re
mained at 14 points.
There were several injuries
suffered by the Tigers. First,
Dick Bass re-injured his bruised
knee and sore toe, and Jack
O'Rourke suffered a deep lacera
tion in the back of his calf. Both
are doubtful starters for the San
Jose game tomorrow, but time
and trainer Mel Moretti will tell.
Galen Laack also suffered some
bruised ribs but will be all right
for San Jose.
The first ball club accounted
for most of the playing time,
with most of the linemen play
ing 50 minutes apiece. The sec
ond team gave the first club
several short breaks and most of
the valiant third herd watched
the day's action from the bench.
Tulsa coach Bobby Dobbs rated
Pacific as the best team they
had played and coach Myers
seejned sure that the Bengals had
played well.
Tulsa completed only three out
of ten passes, but all three passes
were definite deciders in the fi
nal outcome. Pacific's passing
game was short of its usual explosiveness; hardly a pass was
thrown in the first half, but in
the second half the Bengals
threw quite a bit.
The Tigers have licked their
wounds and the loss is almost
forgotten—almost forgotten for
one reason, that being that the
Bengals are busy working to beat
San Jose State.

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

BOOKS including the best paperbacks
GREETING CARDS the chuckle variety
SOCIAL STATIONERY

plain and fancy

COME BROWSE AROUND

For his outstanding play in
the Tulsa game last Saturday at
Oklahoma, Glen "Dutch" Grose
hhs been selected by the Tiger
HO 6-9805
2103 PACIFIC AVE.
coaching staff as «"The Player of
the Week."
"Dutch" has worked his way up
to the starting right-halfback
G E T READY FOR T H E W I N T E R SEASON . . .
slot on Pacific's varsity eleven
Expert C l e a n i n g O n
and is thought by many people
to be the most improved player
TOP COATS AND SUITS
on the Tiger squad.
"Dutch" is from Lake Worth,
BOB N I C H O L S C a m p u s Representative
Florida, and is a senior with
two years of varsity experience.
DRIVE-IN
He is a physical education major.
The 26-year-old, 5' 10," 195-pound
right-halfback is married and is
the proud father of a 6-montb-old
< 1603 PACIFIC AVE.
Next to El Dorado School £
daughter.

THE BOOKMARK

ESTHER WILLIAMS
GEORGE NADER
TECHNICOLOR

7

i

(ft CLEANERS

MOMENT

' and its shocking aftermath!

Co-starring the exciting new personality

JOHN SAXON

X* EDWARD ANDREWS - LES TREMAYNE

For the Largest
Collection Of

"THE LATEST IN HAIR FASHIONS
BY MR. PAT AND H I S S T A F F "

In Central California

2nd FEATURE!

FRANKIE LANE
in "HE LAUGHED LAST"

VM Phonographs

D U N L A P S
HO 6-7555

Stockton Dry Goods

Remember:
IT'S A SKIP AND A HOP TO

THE RECORD STOP
28 N. California

HO 2-3332

r
COP MERMEN DOWN
S.F. OLYMPIC CLUB

by g e o r g e . . .

Dattola's Choices

SPORTS QUIZ

EAST

1. What National League base
(Fasel, that is)
On Tuesday night, October 30,
Pittsburgh over Notre Dame—
ball player won the 1956 "Come
the COP Tigers' water polo team
The Irish haven't got it
back of the Year" honors?
traveled to San Francisco to play
this year.
2. Who will be the Fortyt« f l
u'
? A FEW' L0SE A FEW- And Pacific has no right
the San Francisco Olympic Club to feel ashamed of their one digit loss to the Tulsa Golden Hurri Princeton over Harvard
Niners' coach for 1957?
for the first time this year.
Should be a walkaway for the
cane Tulsa fielded one of their finest squads in several years, es
3. What heavyweight boxer re
Tigers.
cently has been selected as the
In the first quarter both teams pecially their defensive unit.
Don't even wait for the final "Boxer of the Month?"
scored twice, Felix and Gaughran
Imagine you'll be hearing from Ron Morris,
returns!
4. Who is known as Mr. Pro
making the points for the Tigers.
the sophomore halfback from Tulsa who scored Army over William and Mary
Football of the United States?
both touchdowns and snared a couple of timely
The second quarter was only a
The Soldiers shouldn't have
5. What prep football team was
interceptions at just the wrong time for Pacific
few seconds old when Felix
much trouble.
the first to win a 1956 Northern
rooters.
scored with a sweep shot that
Oklahoma over Iowa State
California football championship?
Galen Laack continued his outstanding defenscompletely surprised the goalie.
Who would you pick?
6. What team handed COP
ve
'
work for COP as he raised merry heck with Illinois over Michigan
Before the Olympic Club knew
their .first defeat of the year?
Upset of the week.
what was happening, they were the opposing ball carriers and intercepted a pass for good measure.
7. What was the score between
behind 9-2 by way of four more The big senior from Wisconsin played 54 minutes, which constitutes SOUTH
the COP Freshmen and the San
Navy over Duke
goals by Felix, one by Gaughran, a real yeoman performance.
Jose Freshmen?
Should be a close one.
and one by Moreau. With this
8. Did the COP freshmen foot
THE BIG SAN JOSE GAME TOMORROW NIGHT shapes up Maryland over Clemson
came the half. According to
ball team go undefeated this
Could go either way.
year?
Coach Bill Anttila, the playing of as quite an aerial battle between Bob Reinhard of the Spartans and
the Tigers during the second Tommy Flores of the Tigers. Reinhard rates high among the nation's FAR WEST
ANSWERS
quarter was the best of the sea flingers and Flores has been vastly improving throughout the year. Oregon State over Stanford
He
found
the
bull's-eye
with
amazing
accuracy
in
the
Tulsa
tilt.
1. Sal Maglie, Brooklyn Dodgers
Indians
should
lose
their
scalp.
son.
UCLA over Washington
2. Frankie Albert
STANFORD FINALLY GOT their come-uppance from a PCC
During the second half, it was
Sander's got these boys rolling.
3. Eddie Machen
the defense on both sides that opponent last week when the Big Bruin from UCLA edged the In Southern Cal over Cal
4. George Halas, owner of the
was the strongest, as the Tigers juns, 14-13. UCLA mentor Red Sanders had a choice of strategy be
El Trojan should step all over Chicago Bears
scored once, courtesy of Gaugh tween covering the Stanford receivers»or rushing the socks off John
Pappy's Bears.
5. Castlemont, Oakland
ran, and the Olympic Club scored Brodie, fabled Card quarterback. He chose the latter, with the result College of the Pacific
Athletic League
twice. The score at the end of that about four pale blue jersies played the major portion of the
over San Jose State
6. Tulsa, 14-13
game in the Indian backfield. At times, there were as many as eight
the third quarter was 10-4.
Spartans are due for good
7.COP, 12-San Jose, 7
men
rushing the trusty Palo Alto hurler.
licking by the Tigers.
8. Yes, won three games
During the last quarter the Ti
gers scored four more times,
Though Stanford piled up some fairly impressive rushing yard
while the Olympic Club scored age, their net was a meager 13 yards, as a result of Brodie's excessive
three more through Johnson, losses.
who was their top scorer with
TOMORROW'S CONTESTS COULD DECIDE the opponents in
four points. The points for the
Tigers were split between Felix the January Rose Bowl game, as Stanford takes on Oregon State
and Gaughran, who tallied two and Iowa tackles unbeaten Minnesota in the Big Ten.
Oregon State will be trying to win in an effort to be the first
each. With the score at 14-7 in
favor of the Tigers, the final Northwest squad to represent the Coast since the signing of the pres
ent Big Ten-PCC Rose Bowl pact.
whistle came.
Minnesota's Golden Gophers, who have yet to lose a conference
The next game for the Tigers
was against San Francisco State game, meet their acid test in Iowa, who lost a close one to Michi
College. During this game coach gan last week, 17-14.
Bill Anttila put Bob Gaughran
AFTER HAVING BEEN SO HUMILIATED in the prediction col
and John Felix on the side as
umn last week, we're a little shy on prognosticating a score for the
officials to keep the non-league
classic tomorrow night. Oh well, how about 20-6, Pacific?
competition even. Without their
forwards the Tigers still came out
ahead, 8-4.
The first quarter saw only one
score on the scoreboard, a shot
by Roger Moreau; but Ben Ran
College of Pacific water polo
dall, who p»ayed hole-forward for
team
will play San Jose State
the Tigers, had bad luck with
his shots during this first quar Spartans tomorrow afternoon
ter which came out during the at 3:30 p.m. in the COP pool.
second quarter. He then scored Be there!
four points to give the Tigers a
5-0 half-time lead.
TIGERS CLIMB
The third quarter saw scores
by Roger Moreau and team cap IN GRID POLL
tain Stan Pedder; but San Fran
Statistic-minded Tigers move
cisco State scored once, too, mak into the nation's spotlight of col
ing the score 7-1 after three lege grid rankings.
quarters.
Although Pacific dropped from
Now Don Smith took the spot the twelfth to the fifteenth spot
in the cage, while goalie Chris in total offense, the Tiger eleven
Greene played hole-forward. He maintained its spot as the fourth
could not manage to score, how passingest team in the nation.
ever, State came back to score
Tiger quarterback Tom Flores
three times, courtesy of Don moved up from nineteenth to
Smith. Stan Pedder scored once ninth in total individual offense
famous all over the country
for the Tigers, making the final and from the eleventh to the
for comfort and good looks.
score 8-4 in favor of the Tigers. ninth leading passer.
It's 8" high, easy on and off,
fully lined and gives superb
is
MEN S CLOTHIER
ankle protection. The soles
MAKE YOUR OWN
are leather; the heels, rub
2105 PACIFIC AVE.
ber. Good looking, long wear
on the miracle mile
ing, built with traditional Jus
We Can Supply Your Needs
tin craftsmanship — you'll
like wearing Justin Welling
ART PAPERS - GLITTER - PAINTS - GLUE
tons. Let us fit you in a pair.

Water Polo
GOPvsSJS

Here's the popular

l^WA/Wellington

FORSTMANN sweaters
with the rare softness only a
first shearing of young
lambs' wool can give!

CHRISTMAS CARDS

16.95

—Helpful

S u g g e s t i o n s—

Rough Side Out 13.95

iT/uysi
33 NORTH SUTTER
ON THE CAMPUS

HO 2-0726

COFFEE, TEA and SYMPATHY
at

THE END ZONE
— YOUR ON-CAMPUS REFRESHMENT CENTER —

*
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WHERE ARE YOU GOING?
For majors in electrical, mechanical
or aeronautical engineering and
related fields.

Write to: Engineering Recruiting
Department 25-E
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

For majors in physics or engineer
ing physics.

•TiVEN if you are just starting college in the. "Class of 1960,"
we suggest that you take a long look at where you are going.
Know, don't guess, what is offered by fields like engineering and
science, finance, marketing and relations. Too often young
people discover late in their senior year that they can't qualify
for the career of their choice. Why be caught short? Selecting a
career and knowing what is expected will make it possible for
you to prepare for it now. Many graduates will find theii place
with industry.
General Electric is typical of many large industrial concerns.
We employ over 27,000 college graduates from nearly 700 differ
ent colleges and universities. And our future, as the future of any
progressive company, hinges on these' people. Young men and
women that have initiative, analytical and creative ability will
make progress with industry. If you are interested, write for
information about one or more of the programs listed on this
page. These are the principal doorways to success at General
Electric. The booklets can also be found at most college place
ment bureaus in a binder entitled "Career Information."

For majors in engineering.

For majors in English, journalism,
public relations, advertising, mar
keting, economics, engineering and'
fine arts.
ADVERTISING AND
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Training Program „•

Write to: Engineering Recruiting
Department 25-P
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Write to: Technical Marketing
Department 25-S
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Write \.o\ Advertising and Sales Promotion
Department 25-A
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5. N. Y.

For majors in physics, chemistry,

Progress Is Our Most Important "Product

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC

Write to: Business Training
Department 25-B
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

For majors in chemistry, metal
lurgy and chemical, ceramic or
metallurgical engineering.
Opportunities for
\ujb) Chemical and Metallurgical Graduates

Write to: Engineering Recruiting
Department 25-C
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5, N. Y.
For young men interested in
shop operations and the eco
nomic and social forces facing
industry.

